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@SpicyFiIesredux

Dear @HouseDemocrats stop using the DC Playbook. 
Trump doesn’t play by the rules or laws. 
You are dealing with a vexatious litigant. 
Start holding appropriations 
Start sending the House Sgt at Arms to arrest
noncompliant witnesses 
Hit him on: 
untrustworthiness 
unethical 
ivanka

0:00

You need to trigger him. 

Call in to question his lack of punishing Russia for attacking our elections. 

Zero election security 

Saudi Arabia, Syria, North Korea 

AUMF 

Trade Policies 

GOP Tax Scam 

ACA 

Grab him by his wallet. Then keep on message 

We can NOT Trust Donald Trump, he lies

From a court of public opinion: 
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You need to argue how untrustworthy he is 

Educate Americans on how unethical he is 

Set up STRIKE TEAMS to focus on: 

Emoluments 

Abuse Of Power/Office 

Real-time Fact check 

Hold Pressers on Trump’s turf 

You need to leverage his fear of impeachment NOW

Trump is legitimately scared of Impeachment. 

His twitter feed & TV Appearances. 

Hold weekly Town Halls in: 

PA, OH, WI, MI & FL 

Tailor each message to those states 

Everyday you should have coordinated on-message via social media. 

You need to DROWN out Trump’s lies with the TRUTH

For example especially in mining states 

You should be mass blitzing this from the Mueller Report with a messaging of: 

We can’t TRUST TRUMP or the GOP because they did done nothing to secure our

elections  

For outreach to Latinos in FL & TX you hit Trump HARD on Hurricane Maria
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• • •

You need to remind voters especially those who lost loved ones because of Hurricane

Maria that Trump can not be trusted. 

He refuses to admit THOUSANDS of AMERICAN citizens died. In doing so he

disrespects the death & lives of these Americans 

GWU Report  

https://publichealth.gwu.edu/sites/default/files/downloads/projects/PRstudy/Acert

ainment%20of%20the%20Estimated%20Excess%20Mortality%20from%20Hurrican

e%20Maria%20in%20Puerto%20Rico.pdf
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